Alpha Gamma Rho Kick-Off Show Entry Form

NAME: ____________________________ Phone: ____________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________

1. Breed ___________________________ Ring(s) to be shown in: (circle one or both) A - B
   Sex ____ Calved __________________
   Tattoo_________________________________

2. Breed ___________________________ Ring(s) to be shown in: (circle one or both) A - B
   Sex ____ Calved __________________
   Tattoo_________________________________

3. Breed ___________________________ Ring(s) to be shown in: (circle one or both) A - B
   Sex ____ Calved __________________
   Tattoo_________________________________

All pre-entries are: **$35.00 PER HEAD, PER RING**! If you want to show in ring A and B it’s $70.00.

Make checks payable to: Alpha Gamma Rho Kick-Off Show

Mail to: Alpha Gamma Rho Kick-Off Show, 1919 Platt Street, Manhattan Kansas, 66502 by FEBRUARY 10

*Use multiple entry forms if needed*